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About This Game

Gateway is an award-winning minimalist adventure game series set in a mostly empty black void. The Gateway Trilogy
includes remastered versions of the first two games – plus a never-before-seen third installment.

Gateway

The Gateway games have a deceptively simple premise: guide a character through a series of rooms, solve puzzles in order to
progress.

Gateway I & II

Gateway I & II were originally released as freeware back in 2006 and 2007. For the trilogy edition they have been completely
remastered with enhancements to sound, gameplay and visuals – along with the addition of a never-before-seen third

installment.

If you've never played the previous Gateway games, this is by far the best way to experience them. If you've already played
them, don't miss the chance to experience them again in this spruced up and expanded package.

Gateway III

Gateway III – the lengthiest installment in the series by far – is a completely new addition that loosely builds upon the previous
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games in surprising and discomforting ways.

Key Features

Trilogy: Enjoy an entirely new part of the quietly unsettling Gateway series

Remastered: Appreciate the reworked music, gameplay and visuals

Story: Experience strange and ambiguous stories

Puzzles: Solve tricky puzzles in an abstract minimalist void

Commentary: Listen to the creator outline the choices behind the game's design
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Title: The Gateway Trilogy
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Cockroach Inc.
Publisher:
The Sleeping Machine
Release Date: 2019

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Dutch,Greek,Simplified Chinese,Danish,Italian
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Update patch 0.9.1.0725:
Hello everyone,

<National Machine> has been update 2 times in a short time.

Patch log:

1. Added language: German, Russian, Japanese and Chinese
*New language text is not so good, but it still help you to understand the game.

2. Some bug of UI has been fixed
. Update patch 0.9.1.0811:
Hello everyone,

A new patch has updated.

Patch log:

1. Tunnel track will cause crash has fixed.

2. Performance is improved.

I am very sorry about merge track is not added in this patch. Merge track cause us rebuild traffic logic and generate many work.
I think we will complete in few days.. Update patch 0.9.2.0115:
Hello everyone:

I am very sorry about we did not update for a long time. Because I was busy with building dev team. It need me to raise funds,
recruit new developers and train them.

<National Machine> will be update in a few hours.

Patch Log:

1. Logistics system has been totally rebuild.

2. Complicated port operating is removed.

3. Add a new system : Line manager.

4. Add 'turntable' to realize track merged and Separated.

* The new version will cause previous saves invalid.

Thank you all.

Eric. Update patch 0.9.2.0130:
Hello everyone:

<National Machine> will be updated in 1 hour.

Patch Log:

1. UI is optimized.
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2. Performance is optimized.

3. Some bugs fixed.

Thank you all.

Eric. Update patch 0.9.1.0721:
Hello everyone:

A new patch has been updated 5mins ago.

We improved game control and UI.

Thank you

Eric. Update patch 0.9.1.07251:
Hello everyone,

Patch log:

1. UI is improved.

2. Fix bug: Build SubTunnel (900mm) may cause game crash.

3. Performance is improved.. Update patch 0.9.2.0121:
Hello everyone:

<National Machine> will be updated in 1 hour.

Patch Log:

1. Demolish is optimized, again. It will be easy to use.

2. Performance is optimized.

Thank you all.

Eric
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